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Antiquated Structural Systems Series
By D. Matthew Stuart, P.E., S.E., F.ASCE, SECB

This article is the second in a series that is intended to provide a resource of 
information to structural engineers to which they can refer for projects that 
involve the repair, restoration or adaptive reuse of older buildings for which no 
drawings exist. Part 1 of the series can be found in the September 2007 issue of 
STRUCTURE® magazine (www.STRUCTUREmag.org/archives).

constructed using hollow clay tiles of 
varying sizes and shapes, with internal 
open cells similar to today’s hollow 
masonry blocks. The typical web and 
face shell thickness was ½-inch, and all 
four sides of the closed faces of the tile 
were also typically scored. The “blocks” 
were manufactured by a number of 
different companies, including: National 
Fireproofing Corporation, Pittsburgh; 
Henry Maurer & Sons, New York; 
Whitacre-Greer Fireproofing Co., 
Waynesboro, Ohio; and Fraser Brick 
Co., Dallas, Texas.
Flat arch tile units typically varied in 

depth from 6 to 16 inches. The average 
dead weight of these units varied from 
25 PSF to 58 PSF. Segmental arch tile 
units were provided with radial sides 
so that each tile acted as a voussoir 

component of the arch. Segmental tiles 
typically came in 6- and 8-inch depths.  
Both types of arches were constructed 
on timber formwork platforms, which 
were used to secure the tiles in place 
during construction. The formwork was 
typically suspended from timber “jack” 
beams spanning between and over the 
tops of the supporting steel beams.
In a segmental arch, clay tiles are 

arranged in a shallow profile between 
adjacent parallel beams, as shown in 
Figure 1. The steel beams were typically 
held together with tie rods, which 
helped to resist the outward thrust 
imposed by the arch on the steel beams, 
both temporarily during construction 
and permanently at an end span. The 
tie rod is not shown in Figure 1. Solid 
clay bricks were also used in a similar 
fashion; however, hollow clay tiles 
typically offered an assembly that was 
not as heavy as solid brick.
The flat clay tile arch, as shown in 

Figure 2, transferred the load between 
the beams acting as a jack arch with a 
tapered keystone located at the center of 
the span. Again, the resulting outward 
horizontal thrust reaction that occurred 

Figure 1: Reprinted from Tile Engineering Handbook of Design.

Figure 2: Reprinted from Tile Engineering Handbook of Design.

The purpose of this series is to compile 
and disseminate a resource of information 
to enable structural engineers to share 
their knowledge of existing structural 
systems that may no longer be in use, but 
are capable of being adapted or reanalyzed 
for safe reuse in the marketplace of today 
and the future.

Clay Tile Arched  
Floor Systems

Concrete and steel framed floors 
constructed in the late 1800s and early 
1900s often included hollow clay tile 
arches, which spanned between beams 
and girders. The arches were typically 
covered with a concrete topping, and 
often had plaster applied directly to the 
soffit of the exposed tiles. These types 
of floor systems were often stronger 
and stiffer than that 
calculated by the simple 
conventional methods of 
analysis used at the time. 
In addition, the clay tiles 
served two purposes; 
transferring loads to the 
supporting beams and 
providing fire protection 
for the structural steel. 
There are two basic types 

of clay tile arched floor 
systems; segmental and 
flat. Both systems were 
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at the beams was typically resisted via tie 
rods that were required both temporarily 
during construction of interior spans and 
permanently at end spans.
Another type of flat clay tile arch was the 

reinforced system shown in Figure 3. For 
this type of “arch” system, closely spaced 
internal reinforcing rods were embedded 
between the tiles near the bottom, which 
allowed for the entire section to function 
more as a true flexural member rather than 
as an arch. This system was also referred 
to as the Natco “New York” reinforced flat 
arch. It served as a precursor to one and 
two-way tile joist systems, which will be 
discussed in a future article.
A third type of clay tile arch construction 

includes the Guastavino timbrel arch, which 
consists of a series of laminated layers of tile 
slabs that were laid and bonded together with 
Portland cement mortar to form solid large-
span domes. As this type of construction 
was not used in conjunction with steel floor 
framing, it will not be discussed as a part of 
this article.
Standard flat arches can be classified 

into two groups: end construction, and 
combination side and end construction. End 
construction consisted of laying the axis of 
the tiles’ hollow cells parallel to the direction 
of the span, except at the center keystone 
tile, as shown in Figure 2. The combination 
side and end construction method placed the 
axis of the tiles’ hollow cells perpendicular 

to the span of the arch (parallel 
to the supporting beam), for 
the majority of the blocks used 
in any one row. In both cases it 
was normal for the depth of the 
tiles, in combination with 
the concrete topping, to 
be approximately the same 
depth as the supporting 
beam. This method of 
construction assured that 
the beam was completely 
braced for the full depth 
of the steel section, and 
also made it easier to install 
soffit tiles beneath the 
beam bottom flange for fire 
protection.
The tie rods used to resist 

the arch thrust forces were 
generally placed approxi-
mately 3 inches from the 
bottom of the beams in flat 
arches. In the case of seg-
mental arches, placing the 
tie rod near the bottom of 
the beams resulted in the 
tie rod being exposed across 
the horizontal spring line 
of the arch. If fire resistance 
of the tie rod was required, 
it was more often than not 
placed higher up from the 
bottom of the beam as re-

quired to avoid exposure. Typically tie rods were 
¾-inch in diameter and were spaced as required 
to resist the specific thrust of the given arch 
span, although a minimum spacing of fifteen 
times the width or eight times the depth of the 
supporting steel beam was recommended.
Tie rods at an end span were required, 

as there was no opposing thrust present at 
the outside face of the spandrel beam. At 
interior spans, with adjacent arches present 
on either side, tie rods were only required 
during construction, but were typically left 
permanently in place.   For this reason, when 
modifying an existing building constructed 
with clay tile arches that involves the 
removal of an interior span, the capacity of 
the remaining adjacent span’s rods should 
be verified to assure that the end span 
conditions created on either side of the new 
opening will remain stable.
The total arch thrust, net area of the tie 

rods and maximum spacing for both a 
flat and segmental arch can be found as 
indicated on the following page.Figure 3: Reprinted from Tile Engineering Handbook of Design.

Rod Diameter 5/8 inch 3/4 inch 7/8 inch 1 inch

Net Area (a) .202 .302 .420 .550

Table 1
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continued on next page
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D. Matthew Stuart, P.E., S.E., F.ASCE, 
SECB is licensed in 20 states and has over 
30 years experience as a structural consulting 
engineer. He currently works as a Senior 
Project Manager at the main office of CMX 
located in New Jersey and may be contacted 
at mstuart@CMXEngineering.com.

Future installments of the archaic structural systems series will cover one- and two-way clay tile and unit masonry joist systems; 
prefabricated clay tile and concrete block framing systems; precast concrete framing systems; antiquated post-tensioning systems; and 
outdated structural steel stub-girder construction. If there are other topics along these lines that you would like to see addressed, please 
send your suggestions and any relevant information that you have to the author (mstuart@cmxengineering.com).

Total Thrust (in pounds) per Arch Panel:
P = (3wD2/2R)L
Where;  w =  uniform dead + live load on 

arch in PSF
     D = arch span in feet
     R = effective rise of arch in inches
         (typically 2.4 inches less 

than the depth of the clay 
tile units for flat arches)

     L =   length of the floor beam 
supporting the arch in feet

Total net area of tie rods per panel  
(square inches):
A = P/f
Where;  f =  allowable unit stress (typically 

18,000 psi)
Maximum spacing of tie rods (feet):

T = (af )/ (3wD2/2R)
Where;  a =  net area (square inches) of tie 

rod (see Table 1, page 19)

485 pounds per linear foot. Table 10-32 from 
the Principals of Tile Engineering Handbook of 
Design lists spans up to only 10 feet 6 inches.
Both of the tables from the Principals of 

Tile Engineering Handbook of Design were 
based on load tests, which were reduced 
by a substantial safety factor of 7. When 
evaluating existing clay tile arch systems, it 
is recommended that the initial load capacity 
rating be based on published tables. If, 
however, this simplified approach indicates 
that the allowable load carrying capacity is 
not sufficient for the new reuse requirements, 
then it is possible to calculate an increased 
strength by taking advantage of the inherent 
composite capabilities of the clay tiles and 
the concrete topping, as well as the concrete 
topping and the steel beam. If this enhanced 
strength approach does not produce favorable 
results, then it may be necessary to conduct 
a load test of the in situ system per ASTM 
E196, Standard Practice for Gravity Load 
Testing of Floors and Flat Roofs.
The principal disadvantage of tile arch floor 

construction was the difficultly of adapting 
standard sizes to irregularly shaped spaces. In 
addition, tile arches are more easily weakened 
by holes and penetrations than a monolithic 
floor system. Furthermore, it was difficult to 
place mortar in end construction, i.e. when 

the open cells were placed end to end. Also, 
for end construction, if a single tile was 
removed in a row, then the remaining tiles 
became unsupported unless the scored sides 
of the tile were mortared in with the adjacent 
rows of tiles. 
Arches in which the scored sides of the 

tiles were placed adjacent to one another, 
transverse to the arch span, were more 
conducive to placing mortar between 
the tiles. This type of construction (side-
constructed arches) had an advantage 
over end construction. However, tests 
conducted during the period of time in 
which clay tiles were used extensively 
indicated that tiles were much stronger in 
an end construction application as opposed 
to a side construction configuration.
Finally, tile arch construction was 

susceptible to poor workmanship because 
the quality of the work could only be 
observed from the top and not from 
below during construction until after the 
formwork was removed.▪ 

Flat arch spans typically varied from 3 feet 
to 10 feet, and were capable of supporting 
safe uniform loads between 126 and 1,400 
pounds per square foot as indicated in Table 
10-31 from the Principals of Tile Engineering 
Handbook of Design. 
Load tables published in Kidder and 

Parker’s Architects’ and Builders’ Handbook for 
segmental arch construction list spans up to 
21 feet, with load-carrying capacities of up to 
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